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ABSTRACT

This article reflects on the author’s practice of three South Indian disciplines 
(Bharatanatyam, astanga yoga and kalaripayattu). Their distinct methodologies 
modulate the rhythm, direction and force of the doer’s actions to evolve particu-
lar virtuosities. This article, however, focuses on moments of rupture during the 
author’s intercultural hybridization. It examines these incidents of trauma as 
moments revealing the friction generated when hereditary and localized pedago-
gies meet the contemporary mobilities afforded by immigration, emigration and 
international travel. These incidents also suddenly expose the subtle and grad-
ual processes of radical human reformation secreted in these powerful pedagogies. 
Jo Riley, in her study of Chinese theatre, describes training as an emptying and 
dissection of the performer’s body to be replaced by a ‘role’ body. This ‘opening’ 
process is called kaiguang, which means ‘opening to let the light shine out’. This 
article proposes that ruptures in processes of embodiment can strand the practi-
tioner betwixt the primed pre-expressive self (or Eugenio Barba’s ‘fictive body’) 
and Riley’s role body (extended here to consider the performer’s social as well as 
dramatic function).

I write here primarily of my practice of Pandanallur Bharatanatyam (South 
Indian classical dance), with reference to my practice also of astanga 
vinyasa yoga and CVN kalaripayattu (Kerala’s native martial art).1 My field 
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of practice – in action and in reflection – is an intercultural interface, work-
ing with the multilayered psychophysical processes of hereditary forms from 
outside of my native culture. On the one hand, this has imbibed me with 
knowledge that is both of and in my body. At the same time, it has also made 
prominent questions of how bodies belong to specific cultural continuums 
and how embodied skills and perceptions are made into different kinds 
of knowledge by the contextualization of ontological frames. Moreover, I 
note that my relentless repetition of constructed movement vocabularies – 
adavu (dance drills), asana (postural sequences) and payattu (conditioning 
patterns) – has made once seemingly artificial behaviours now emerge from 
me as reflexive responses, somewhat unbidden and unconscious, almost as if 
natural. This observation, and a crisis that occurred when attempts were made 
to interfere with this kind of reflexivity, leads me to question the notion of the 
body as an instrument. To speak of mastery of a physical practice implies a 
distance between performance and perception that needs to be scrutinized. 
Practical embodied knowledge can be examined by our mind, but ultimately 
its efficient operation lies in such an ability being anchored in responses far 
beyond the layers of immediate consciousness.

In this article, I attempt to pursue these ideas from within the ontol-
ogy of the forms in which I have been trained. I am led to consider how a 
marked spiritual imperative moves practice beyond the perfection of silpa 
(the immediate aesthetic form of a work of art) towards engagement with 
tapas (a deeply focused, holistic commitment to a discipline, in order to tran-
scend workaday life). This brings forward a particular consideration of how 
contemporary practices in classical Indian dance intercept hereditary peda-
gogical models. Specifically, the adoption of a western ballet or contem-
porary dance model of a professional company2 disturbs the guru–shishya 
parampara (one-to-one, long-term, teacher–student relationship) and fuels 
the increasing move towards institutional teaching, as at Kalakshetra and 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan.3 In a sense, silpa comes to prominence over tapas.

As a practitioner working in academia, my approach inverts an analyti-
cal bias (noted by Evans et al. in their article ‘The body made flesh’) in which 
scholars of physicalized expression often focus on ‘what is being carried or 
relayed rather than study the constitution of the relay itself’ (Evans et al. 2009: 
397). This is especially due to my engagement in autoethnography. Tami Spry 
calls this discipline an ‘embodied methodological practice’ (Spry 2001: 706), 
‘in which the researcher is the epistemological and ontological nexus upon 
which the process turns’ (Spry 2001: 711). Autoethnography, she proposes, ‘is 
generated in the liminal spaces between experience and language, between 
the known and the unknown, between the somatic and semantic’ (Spry 2001: 
726). Rather, however, than merely offering an elaboration of ‘an individual 
life or social environment’, Leon Anderson suggests that effective analytical 
autoethnography reveals ‘the intersection of biography and society’ (Anderson 
2006: 390). Taking Spry’s lead, my research of lived experience here recounted 
explores what is revealed by ‘the fractures, sutures, and seams’ (Spry 2001: 712) 
that mark intercultural (and institutionally configured) Bharatanatyam peda-
gogy, thus questioning the limits of such transmission of knowledge. In this 
process, I am drawn to the neologism bodyfulness, coined by Christine Caldwell 
of Naropa University (founded in 1974 by Tibetan Buddhist teacher Chögyam 
Trungpa). Citing somatic psychologist Theresa Silow, Caldwell posits that ‘The 
body is not a thing we have but an experience we are’ (Caldwell 2014: 84). 

 1. I began training in 
Bharatanatyam with 
Chitraleka Bolar in 
Birmingham (United 
Kingdom) in 1987, but 
my apprenticeship was 
under Priya Sreekumar 
in Edinburgh (United 
Kingdom) and in 
Thiruvananthapuram 
(Kerala, India) 
with Priya’s guru 
Nattuvanam 
Paramasiva Menon 
(1919–2014) who was a 
student of Meenakshi 
Sundaram Pillai 
(1869–1954). I began 
my yoga practice in 
1980, aged eleven, and 
later trained in astanga 
vinyasa yoga with 
Peter Nilsson and Jude 
Hynes (in Auckland, 
New Zealand) who 
were disciples of K. 
Patabhi Jois’ who is the 
modern-day pioneer 
of this practice. I 
studied the martial art 
of kalaripayattu from 
1997 onwards, and in 
2008 became a student 
at the CVN Kalari in 
Thiruvananthapuram, 
with G. 
Sathyanarayanan 
(grandson of the 
lineage’s founder, C. 
V. Narayanan Nair), 
his nephew Raam 
Kumar and his senior 
instructor Rajan Nair.

 2. I think here of Daksha 
Sheth Dance Company 
(Thiruvananthapuram), 
Aditi Mangaldas Dance 
Company (Delhi), 
Madhu Nataraj’s 
STEM Dance Kampni 
(Bangalore), Anita 
Ratnam’s Arangham 
Dance Theatre 
(Chennai) and my 
own teacher Priya’s 
company Dance 
Ihayami (Edinburgh, 
United Kingdom).

 3. Kalakshetra 
Foundation (Chennai) 
was founded in 1963 by 
Rukmini Devi Arundale. 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan 
(London, United 
Kingdom) started 
in 1972 as a branch 
of Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan, Bombay.
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Caldwell further proposes that movement is ‘the system through which the 
body knows, identifies and enacts itself’ (Caldwell 2014: 84). As such, my task 
here is to express in words a nexus of experiences that Caldwell terms a body 
narrative (Caldwell 2014: 89).

Contemporary global mobility increasingly detaches performance tech-
niques from their hereditary arenas and contexts of practice. Even where their 
core techniques may continue somewhat unaltered, new iterations contrast 
with earlier ones by no longer aligning with the orthodoxies and dominant 
perspectives of their originating societies. As diasporic forms, instead of being 
particular means to impart particular knowing, they increasingly become 
affecting means to diverse knowledges. In my case, I am exploring the value 
of embracing unknowing – that is, the acceptance of being without a clear 
context by which to frame the knowledge that Bharatanatyam has brought 
into my being.

My Bharatanatyam teacher, Priya Sreekumar, was three years old when she 
began dancing. She did so in a Malayali Hindu context. She became a disciple 
of Nattuvanam Paramasiva Menon when she was six years old and studied 
Bharatanatyam with him for 31 years until her migration to Scotland in 1993. 
Understandably, Priya’s habitus is synonymous with the form of this art. This 
is expressly evident in her daily physicality. I recall asking her why, when we 
were running to catch a bus, she skipped on every fourth step. She replied that 
she had only run in choreographed compositions, hence this stylistic manner-
ism. Moreover, the dance has so suffused her being that in conversation and 
discussion she is reluctant to enter into an objective critique of the art or her 
own practice. Though now familiar with the multicultural (implicitly seculariz-
ing) frame of UK arts, she was challenged greatly by the discourse about artist 
mentoring and ongoing training programmes at Navadisha 2016, a recent 
conference on British practice of Indian dance forms.4 In response, she wrote 
to me stating that classical Indian dance requires prolonged solo training until 
one has imbibed ‘Your guru in your soul’ and that – as well as the experiences 
of your physical body and mind – training involves ‘your heart’ (Sreekumar 
2016). This exchange is indicative of the tenets to which Priya held fast during 
my apprenticeship with her from 1994 to 1998. She was insistent that dance 
is a spiritual practice that offers access to the realization that our existence is 
an indivisible singularity of being–doing–knowing. In the context of Scotland, 
however, Priya has not been able to operate in a holistically coherent mode 
nor transmit to me a sublime sensibility. I was definitely inculcated into a 
singularity of experience but one located in (not-so-splendid) isolation – that 
is, a highly unique and focussed way of being and knowing dislocated from 
the anchorage of its source context (by modernity and geography) and ever 
somewhat remote from my individual self because of my ethnicity, gender and 
original faith.

I am a white European queer Methodist Yorkshireman inculcated in a 
practice derived from the arts of the devadasi (South Indian Dravidian 
women dedicated to lifelong temple service). These women’s performances 
were before the temple idol whom they addressed as their husband and to 
whom they had become married in a ritual initiation. These practices are the 
seed of the modern stage art of Bharatanatyam. My bodyfulness has been 
radically reformed by education in this dance form. I have been irrevocably 
altered but find little resonant with my experience in canonical descriptions 
of the dance. After Navadisha 2016, a new acquaintance made this post to 
her Facebook page:

 4. New Dimensions Arts 
Management & Sampad 
Arts, Navadisha 2016 
(Midlands Arts Centre, 
Birmingham: 20–22 May 
2016).
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The World of Dance!!
A divine mystic world!!
The more you feel closer, the farther the destination appears to reach!!
How far is this journey to its final destination or Is there really one?!!
Is it an unending journey to an infinite world or Is there at the end, the 
Absolute One waiting to immerse you into?!!

(Nair 2016)

These sentiments echo the seminal text of Balasaraswati’s5 1975 speech, 
describing the classical repertoire of Bharatanatyam as bringing the dancer’s 
body to bloom and carrying it as an offering into a sanctum of devotional 
and aesthetic bliss (Balasaraswati 1984). In her influential statements, there is 
a negation and dissolving of embodiment implied. She speaks of ‘The flesh, 
which is considered to be an enemy of the spirit, having been made a vehicle of 
the divine in the discipline of the dance’ (Balasaraswati 1984: 11). Balasaraswati 
contrasts this holistic transformation with that of the yogi by suggesting the 
additional boon of exquisite aesthetic form. She says, ‘The dancer brings 
together her feet, hands, eyes, ears and singing into a fusion which transforms 
the serenity of the yogi into a torrent of beauty’ (Balasaraswati 1984: 11).

The depth of change caused by immersion in and embodiment of a 
hereditary (and alien) performance practice was made evident to me when 
disruptions to this process led to such confusions that I nearly lost my life – 
a bodily narrative to which I am leading. Examining the contributing factors 
and ongoing implications of this incident turns me away from the rhetoric 
of Balasaraswati (and those echoing her) to understand the process of incul-
cation I have experienced through training in Bharatanatyam. I find more of 
sharp relevance in Jo Riley’s comprehensive book on Chinese theatre (Riley 
1997). Through detailed analysis of Chinese performative practices operating 
in parallel or antecedence to classical theatre, Riley makes links between the 
processes of actor–dancer training and shamanic rites of exorcism and funeral 
protocol. She elaborates a perspective in which immersion in a precise heredi-
tary form is understood to be a severe process wherein the potentially perma-
nent destruction of one’s personal daily identity is risked. Cautions to this end 
reached me during my instruction in the primary series of astanga vinyasa yoga 
known as yoga chikitsa. This sequence of asana and vinyasa (synchronization 
of movement and breath) is considered a therapeutic practice suited for all: it 
detoxifies and realigns. I was cautioned, however, that commencing the inter-
mediate series, called nadi shodhana, should be understood as an irreversi-
ble departure into a lifelong commitment. This series, and those that follow, 
works upon the nervous system and the energetic channels called nadi by 
yogi, beginning a ‘rewiring’ that cannot be undone. In comparison, I propose 
that South Indian performative practices such as Bharatanatyam, though now 
configured as a classical art, ought to be understood to operate with a similar 
transformational capacity. It is in part due to the exceptionally detailed articu-
lations that the initiate must master. It is in addition, and more especially, due 
to the form’s alignment with bhakti verses (devotional poetry incorporating 
themes of love and erotic longing) and the soteriological imperative attached 
to the form’s perfection. There is potential for great tapas (liberating transfor-
mation) in the idiom.

Riley speaks of training as dissecting and opening the Chinese theatre 
performer, because ‘the moment of rupture is the moment when the “light” 
or presence can emanate’ (Riley 1997: 123). She notes, ‘tearing a body apart 

 5. Tanjore Balasaraswati 
(1918–84).
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implies the spilling of a quantity of blood’ (Riley 1997: 180). Pursuing these 
metaphors and their literal manifestation in my bodily narrative, I ask how the 
psychophysical reformation of the self – the spilling of blood, so to speak – 
connects to the emanation of light. Moreover, if light might represent an 
enhanced level of vitality or self-reflective awareness, then what light has 
Bharatanatyam evoked in me. What knowledge has it brought to my being? 
Taking a cue, or clue, from Riley’s work, I consider if rather than becoming 
invested with a particular bodyfulness – knowledge and presence – such tapas 
allows an innate bodyfulness to ‘shine out’ (Riley 1997: 122).

In my first year of dance training, my heels blistered. These peeled and 
became craters. The wounds healed, and their recurrence was prevented by 
bathing my feet in methylated spirits and moisturizing them overnight in 
petroleum jelly, to create thick and supple soles. My body, with care, adapted 
through and to the demands of repeated actions. This adaptation occurred 
in the molecular infrastructure of my body. Through repetition and time, the 
demands and behaviours of what Eugenio Barba calls extra-daily body tech-
niques (Barba 1995) – that is the regime of exercises by which the performer 
physically imbibes the rules of the performative genre – become quotidian 
(facets of the performer’s daily self). Through gradual material transforma-
tion, I acquired extra-daily soles. Moreover, the rigours of the form had simi-
larly become absorbed, reforming my body and being at a deep level beyond 
immediate conscious cognition and near to layers western analyses term the 
subconscious or unconscious. The acquisition of silpa had shifted into immer-
sion in tapas.

By contrast, a sudden wound incurred during my one kalaripayattu acci-
dent revealed the material risk of that form’s pedagogy. I made a mistake 
when working with the kettukaari (a long flexible cane). I lost my place in the 
fixed sparring pattern, skewing the timing and the crucial distance separating 
my instructor and I. The tip of his cane grazed me from my navel to my throat. 
It made clear that in the kalaripayattu, success was implicitly measured by how 
effectively one evaded the form’s ever immanent risks.

The refined bodily art of kalaripayattu plays with dangerous physical 
forces, and my error in form revealed this. My graze was a superficial injury: 
I had a temporary scar. I move now though to the crux of my bodily narra-
tive when things went more seriously wrong because I came to feel that 
rather than making an error in form I was inculcated in erroneous form. In 
Bharatanatyam training, there is no blow or blade to sidestep, as in kalari-
payattu, nor an explicit intent to reform ones being (at all costs) to achieve 
soteriological ends, as in the keenest practice of astanga vinyasa yoga. I argue, 
however, that the incident on which I focus helps reveal that to train in a prac-
tice such as Bharatanatyam in a modern cosmopolitan context (and especially 
as a non-native practitioner) is to navigate psychic dangers and the potential 
for a kind of ontological collapse.

In 2005, seeking to consolidate her professional company structure, my 
Bharatanatyam teacher, Priya, appointed a dance instructor to drill her and her 
company members, including me – thus giving her time to operate as artistic 
director and choreographer. The selected instructor from Kerala was educated 
in the Kalakshetra style of Bharatanatyam, as taught in the Chennai higher 
education institution of the same name. He began to make small but compre-
hensive changes to my execution of principle adavu that I had long performed 
in keeping with the Pandanallur elaboration of the form, as taught by Priya’s 
guru according to the instruction he received from a master of that village in 
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the 1930s. A good example of one of these changes concerns the arm gestures 
that close the adavu known as Tirumana. I had learnt to move my hand and 
arm from a backward high-diagonal point, through the centre point of my 
chest, down to finish in a forward low-diagonal point on the opposite side. 
The instructor required this to be modified to begin in a high point above and 
behind my head and to end at a low point directly in front of me.

It should be noted that this action from the Tirumana adavu is not a narra-
tive gesture, in any stylization. It is part of the nrtta aspect of Bharatanatyam, 
which to use Eugenio Barba’s term might be described as pre-expressive. The 
pre-expressive, he posits, is the fundamental repertoire of virtuoso actions 
mastered by a performer that do ‘connote’ but do not ‘denote’ (Barba 1995: 
105). In other words, such movements are suggestive and evocative, but they 
are not representative symbols or ciphers in a code system. Barba’s collabo-
rator Franco Ruffini explains that rather than communicating messages, the 
pre-expressive dimension of a performer’s practice ‘constructs and directs her 
presence on the stage’ (Ruffini 1991: 64). In 1997, Jean-Marie Pradier wrote 
an article in critical response to the then new concepts of theatre anthropol-
ogy proposed by Barba and his team. He noted that these scholarly observa-
tions and theories deliberately sought to identify the tangible psychophysical 
actions deployed by effective performers. The predominantly Asian practition-
ers they cited as exemplars of excellence were, however, always also – if not 
primarily – engaged in ‘the development of spiritual inner spaces’ (Pradier 
1997: 21).

My performances of nrtta, in the Pandanallur style, were reflexive. They 
had become ‘second nature’ to me. I use this figure  of speech in the way it 
is deployed by Roberta Carreri and other members of Odin Teatret (Barba’s 
theatre ensemble). Carreri uses it to explain the way in which many years of 
repeated practice in a performance form leads to configurations of physical 
dynamics becoming deeply rooted in one’s habitus, surfacing unbidden in 
all one’s deeds, having become the default base of one’s movement prefer-
ences (Carreri 2014: 50). My argument, therefore, is that to alter my perfor-
mance of nrtta was to alter me at a profound level. To be precise, it was to alter 
my ‘fictive body’ (Barba et al. 1991: 225). Moriaki Watanabe uses this term to 
describe the bodily state and quality of presence brought into being through 
the employment of pre-expressive training and practices. It is a state of being 
beyond the norms of daily behaviour. It is heightened with evocative poten-
tial. It is not yet, however, a specific characterization. The performer has not 
entered a dramatic role nor is expressing explicit messages. It is a state of 
heightened scenic presence betwixt being oneself, in the day-to-day sense, 
and of adopting a specific dramatic persona. It is also, I suggest, in the case of 
Bharatanatyam, a state (potentially) invested with spiritual significance.

Priya’s tutelage of me during my apprenticeship in Pandanallur 
Bharatanatyam had formed my fictive body. This was a process conducted 
according to the model of the guru–shishya parampara she had experienced 
under Paramasiva Menon. It was a theoaesthetic methodology, in which the 
correct acquisition of formal details was understood to offer means of progres-
sion to a new plane of self-awareness and (by implication) of spiritual evolu-
tion. For this reason, in 2005 when the newly appointed company instructor 
insisted I alter my execution of nrtta, a disruption in my practice was triggered 
that was experienced as a derailment of my soteriological journey. Evans et 
al., in their previously mentioned article ‘The body made flesh’, consider how 
interactions in formal and informal educational contexts shape how we define 
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ourselves, providing innumerable instances in which our bodies are evaluated 
by ourselves and by others. They observe, ‘Such interactions are affectively 
loaded […] and, for this reason, reach the deep recesses of the individual 
psyche often in very damaging ways’ (Evans et al. 2009: 399). It is important 
to consider here how the aesthetic imperatives of Bharatanatyam expose the 
practitioner to critical scrutiny that intercepts the subtle and sensitive process 
of spiritual evolution that is as intrinsic to the discipline as its role in creating 
expressive art.

Balasaraswati alerts us to the connection between the yogi and the 
Bharatanatyam dancer. Mikel Burley describes hatha yoga as a practice that 
seeks ‘to “peel away” the sheaths that cover the Self like the layers of an onion: 
[till] all the śarīras [bodies] […] “fall away” or “disintegrate”, leaving only the 
true Self remaining in its absoluteness’ (Burley 2000: 143). The yogi, he says, 
develops a special relationship to his or her individual embodiment, valuing 
the knowledge of a deep bodyfulness for its invocation of omniscience; ‘as 
one comes closer to that innate self, the distinction between one’s own body 
and the universe as a whole inevitably collapses. Though the body remains as 
a useful vehicle of action, the yogi’s identification with it has been sublated’ 
(Burley 2000: 146). The sublated body is lauded in the rhetoric of many 
Bharatanatyam dancers – as discussed above in relation to Balasaraswati’s 
seminal words. In such discourse, there is a suggestion that sublation is, as 
Burley describes it, a step towards a liberation and expansion that is glossed in 
Hindu philosophy as moksha.

There is, of course, a distinction between an explicitly soteriological prac-
tice such as astanga vinyasa yoga and an explicitly theatrical art form such as 
Bharatanatyam. Yogic practice is oriented towards a withdrawal to the core of 
experience and the realization and actualization, in human being, of the trans-
cendent immanence of param-atma (the all-pervasive universal soul). It might 
be argued that theatricality is not about a process of immersion in the self but 
of substitution and acquisition, in which the performer comes to be something 
other than themselves. Riley, in accordance with the Chinese continuum she 
researches, describes aesthetic training as readying a performer for ‘manifest-
ing the substituted body’ (Riley 1997: 113). She elaborates:

The process of taking the body apart in order to arrive at individual units 
of articulation for performance is simultaneous to the reassembly of the 
new body. As each part is dissected from the emptied body, it is placed 
in relation to the individual’s part of the role body. Part by part the host 
body is cut up and replaced by the role body. The simultaneous process 
of dissection and reassembly is the technique by which a body becomes 
articulated.

(Riley 1997: 117)

Moving to the classical Indian theatrical context, it can be said that a 
dancer acquires a fictive body as the means to then acquire a new role body. 
In a dance–drama such as kathkali, in the course of a career, this role body 
may be confined to a limited range of archetypes, and in the course of a 
single performance, connected limitation often confines the performer to 
a single character. The Bharatanatyam dancer, however, is a soloist whose 
role body is less stable. Like the solo performers of nangiarkoothu and 
chakyarkoothu, the Bharatanatyam dancer communicates as a narrator and 
becomes (in rapid rotation) a range of characters, while also fulfilling the 
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additional function of creating patterns of ornamental and abstract form. 
But most importantly, behind and beyond this diverse dramaturgical role, 
it might be said that the Bharatanatyam dancer’s role body remembers, 
memorializes and reforms the historic model of the devadasi. The devadasi 
life path represents the possibility of a fantastic leap through the material 
body towards a celestial experience – to bring human being into a bodyful 
intimacy with the symbols, rites and understandings belonging to a tran-
scendental order of knowledge.

My fictive body, built through adavu, allowed me to then acquire a role 
body used in theatrical performances staged by my teacher. At root, however, 
Priya’s instruction and my orientation centred more upon the soteriological 
potential of the bodily offering (or sacrifice?) the devadasi made. This potential 
was sustained in the modernization of their dance we practiced, through our 
performance of variations of items long-danced in temple ceremonies and our 
commitment to embodying the evocative merging of erotic and sacred themes 
in bhakti lyrics. In the process of altering my execution of adavu, the new dance 
instructor appointed by my teacher freely engaged in a radical critique of my 
fictive body. I experienced myself becoming positioned as having an erro-
neous form, which (by implication) suggested I did not have a valid vehicle 
for the spiritual journey on which I was embarked. I was deeply confused as 
class ended one day. I slipped into a dissociated state, a kind of torpor. A few 
hours later, I stepped out to cross the road during a traffic jam and unwittingly 
stepped into a moving lane of vehicles. A passing car’s wing mirror hit and 
broke my left wrist. One more step, into the centre of the car’s path, and my 
injuries would have been much greater, if not fatal. I have a permanent eight-
centimetre scar beneath which is the metal plate surgeons inserted to realign 
my radius. Riley uses the term ‘composite body’ (Riley 1997: 32) to describe 
how through training theatrical performers become inhabited by the formal-
ized physicality that their lineage of teachers has passed from generation to 
generation. My fictive body is now a literal composite that includes stainless 
steel and titanium.

Riley speaks often of blood and light in her analysis of pedagogy and 
transformation. Exploring her metaphors through my bodily narrative I ask 
what knowledge comes from the spilling of blood that my scar represents; has 
it released any light into my world? Riley describes the performer as under-
going an opening. The Chinese word she references – kaiguang – is made of 
two words suggesting a release: ‘kai means “to open”, “to cut”; guang means 
“lustre”, “to radiate”’ (Riley 1997: 208). Riley renders kaiguang as ‘opening to 
let the light shine out’ (Riley 1997: 117). She goes on to say, ‘The dissection 
of limbs allows for gaps, breaks or holes through which presence may radi-
ate’, (Riley 1997: 122). What, of presence, has radiated and become articulated 
through this scar? What has changed in my practice of Bharatanatyam?

Like shamanic mediumship, Riley explains performance as a process of 
becoming dislocated from one’s own identity and temporarily reformed as 
‘other’ (Riley 1997: 122) and describes rites undertaken to ensure the performer 
can retrieve himself after the performance (Riley 1997: 110). My bodily narra-
tive suggests that such recovery is not actually possible in so much as that 
the fictive body cannot be cast off, like a dramatic role. It is imbibed at a level 
beyond volition and decision. The depth of this embodiment is encapsulated 
and made literal by the metal embedded in my radius and the scar visible on 
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my wrist. My accident occurred when my fictive body was disrupted, and – by 
consequence – profound doubts erupted in me about the purpose and poten-
tial of my embodiment of Bharatanatyam and my intrinsically subversive, 
though sincere and respectful, emulation of the devadasi. The performative 
details of one’s chosen aesthetic form are the constituent units of one’s fictive 
body; they penetrate the depths of one’s being, intersecting and articulating 
profound existential concerns.

This essay exposes the particular risks and dilemmas engendered by my 
life betwixt cultural paradigms and beyond the usual parameters of gender 
roles too. Moreover, however, it speaks to the life experiences of many practi-
tioners of hereditary performative disciplines today living, as it were, betwixt 
eras. Protocols of lineages continue: there is an innate respect for the impor-
tance of deference and obedience to one’s teacher in any practice that is too 
complex to persist without personal instruction and intergenerational trans-
mission. The greater panoply of old contracts, however, is no longer stable. In 
the case of Bharatanatyam, the devadasi life itself remains illegal according to 
Indian statute. Institutions large and small that teach these women’s theat-
ricalized dance as Bharatanatyam defer to the guru–shishya pedagogy as an 
ideal. Yet what room is there for lifelong bonds in contemporary versions of 
this learning model? New patterns of life in enlarging cities and new patterns 
of employment militate against a kind of rapport that requires a lifetime of 
daily commitment and promises no guarantees of financial reward to either 
party. Moreover, I suggest changes in societal order also remove the very 
foundation on which the exchange once rested. The devadasi danced before 
her idol all her days. Now, possibilities multiply daily and individuals embrace 
new ideas of how their self might be expressed and how their lives might be 
lived. Nowhere is this kind of proliferation more prominent than in the cities 
of Europe, and for a white middle class male (such as I), the choices may, 
perhaps, be most varied.

I suggest that the bodily scars I bear record my passage into a kind of 
fictive body that cannot now (and may never have been able to) promise a 
lasting euphoria, because such a transcendent shift is dependent on a kind of 
stable and orthodox world-view that is inaccessible to me, if not to all of us. 
In a sense, I have acquired a state of being that has not delivered the knowl-
edge it seems to imply. What I seek now is to move beyond dysphoria too – a 
sense of being caught in a body that is not my own. I seek to connect with 
the knowledge of unknowing that this fictive body has brought into light. In 
their article ‘Embodied enactive dance/movement therapy’, Sabine Koch and 
Diana Fischman argue that ‘the subjective experience is indissolubly tied to its 
own structure’ (Koch and Fischman 2011: 59). They speak of bodyfulness as 
‘kinesthetic consciousness’ (Koch and Fischman 2011: 59). If, unlike the deva-
dasi, my mind is not saturated in the adoration of my Lord, then what has 
it come to know? What knowledge has my embodiment of practice brought 
into being? My movements in performance reflexively radiate the silpa of 
Bharatanatyam. The form is part of my somatic constitution: it runs in my 
blood. I lack, however, a stable ontology and semantic context by which to 
make clear meanings from this bodyfulness. The light that radiates from the 
practice reveals to me my singularity rather than my belonging. I have a fictive 
body but an unstable role.
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